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About us

This month marks two
decades of RRC. We
plan to celebrate with
you at our conference!

Good to know
Did you see?
Our article in April’s issue of
CIWEM’s magazine ‘The
Environment’? We describe
how flooding can be
alleviated by restoring
natural processes.

Can you help?
A picture is famously worth
a thousand words. Can you
help us improve our website
by providing good before &
after restoration photos? >>

VISITS TO NEWCASTLE, NORFOLK & RHONDDA
PLUS MUCH MORE... A BUSY MONTH FOR RRC!
This month we have been ‘on the road’ visiting restoration sites, attending
workshops and highlighting opportunities to improve river corridors in the
all corners of the UK. Here is what we did and what we have learned. >>

Special issue of the
ECRR newsletter
All you need to know about
the 5th European river
restoration conference
including lessons learned,
knowledge gaps & more. >>

New flood risk guides
Reduce flood risk through
improved channel & aquatic
plant management. >>
#RRC2014
The European Riverprize © RESTORE

FOUR ENGLAND RIVER PRIZE
FINALISTS ANNOUNCED
The winners of the inaugural
England River Prize will be
announced at the RRC conference
dinner on the 7th May. Four rivers
will compete for the top prize. >>
RRC would like to thank

River Nene © RRC

RESTORATION ON THE NENE
THROUGH PETERBOROUGH
Riparian habitat has been
improved along a trial 12 metre
section to deliver multiple benefits
for the River Nene through
Peterborough city centre. >>

This is your last chance
to book a place at our
Conference

RiverWiki case study
for MARCH
Lake Cerknica life project

and the Centre’s core funders for their continued support

If you have a question or feedback for RRC, or you would like to add or remove your name from our mailing list, email or call us 01234 752979.

To access River Restoration Centre resources or to speak to our staff
Visit our Website and YouTube channel. Follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter. Become a Facebook fan.

